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TRAMPLING ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS
ByConnie Borkenhagen
We are our own worst nightmare, our own Frankenstein.
Not only have we not learned Watergate's lesson of The
Big Lie, but we are begging the horrors, feeding the
monster. We - the ABA - have given carte blanche to
the twentieth century patent holders on fear to build a
monument, in S. I, to repressiveness, double-think and
government infallibility. We - lawyers, professional
skeptics - have endorsed <;. 1 "in principle" after
studying less than ten percent of it. We have lain back,
said "amen" to administration statements and mis-statements, and in effect, told holdovers from an administration run out of office for breach of the criminal laws to
make our criminal law. Maybe we deserve what we
get - a police state.
S. 1 is suppose to revise and reform the federal
criminal code. It is an amalgamation of the minority
report of the National Commission on Reform of the
Federal Criminal Laws (the Brown Commission,
1966-71) and two bills drafted in the Nixon-Mitchell
Justice [sic] Department. It is still being shepherded
through Congress by the original drafters and represented as a "law and order" measure. The silent
emphasis is on "order" - rigid, terror-ridden order.
Vern Countryman of Harvard Law School and
Thomas Emerson of Yale call it "an unparalleled disaster
for the system of individual rights in the U.S .... The
objective of the draftsmen," observe Countryman and
Emerson, "was to incorporate into the criminal code
every restriction upon individual liberties, every method
and device, that the Nixon Admil'istration thought
necessary or useful in pursuit of its ｦｾ｡ｲｵｬ＠
and corrupt
policies."
I agree. Many, probably most, thoughtful people
would agree - if they knew. Monumental changes in
criminal law have been effectuated with a word or two
here and there - delete "intent" or substitute "might"
for "shall." Massive alterations in the philosophy of the
criminal law, which would not have a prayer of passage
if introduced as individual bills, are slithering through
congressional committee and floor debate camouflaged
in this intimidating 753-page bill.
Here are some specifics.
Official Secrets Act. The issue is simple. Do we still
accept the First Admendment as the strength underlying
our democracy? If we do, then we must oppose Sections
1121-28, called the Official Secrets Act. That part of
S. 1 broadens federal laws on espionage, communications
and possession of government information, and defines
"national defense information" so broadly and ambiguously as to subject any discussion of important national
issues to a decided chilling effect. It is Nixon's attempt
to overturn the Pentagon Papers case. New York Times
v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971) upholds the right
of the press, under the First Amendment, to be free
from prior restraint. According to that case, only a
"direct, immediate and irreparable" injury "to the
national security" can be prosecuted.
Obviously, an informed public is vital to our democracy. An active, reasonably unfettered press serves as the
public's watch-dog, providing it with information - My
Lai, the Pentagon Papers, Watergate, CIA domestic
activities - unavailable through governmental news
sources. The delicate balance between press respect for,
and criticism of, government can continue only if the
government is reasonably open, does not cheat as a
matter of habit, and does not use appeals to national
security and secret classifications as a means to protect
itself politically_
Key sections are 1121-1124. Section 1121 prohibits
espionage and makes it a crime to publish any information which "might be useful" to the enemy. There need
be no intent that the information be used against the
U.S_, nor must the government show substantial harm.
Could that include exposure of government corruption,
Watergate? The penalty is life imprisonment "in time of
war or during a national defense emergency"; 30 years
otherwise.
Section 1122 prohibits disclosure of "national defense information" to anyone "not authorized -to receive
it." That is certainly aimed at Ellsberg and Russo. The
penalty: 30 years. There is no intent clause.
Section 1123 establishes the new crime of receiving
unauthorized government information. A "person" receiving such information - the New York
Times? - must "deliver it promptly" to ｴｾ＠
proper
government official, whoever that IS. Failure to do so
results in imprisonment for up to seven years.
Section 1124 says "it is not a defense .. . that the
classified information was improperly classified at the
time of its classification or at the time of offense. "
Seven years imprisonment to any impudent reporter
disclosing administration faux pas hidden beneath a
rubber-stamped "SECRET," even if the individual had
neither the purpose nor the capacity to harm real
national defense interests.

The objective of the Official Secrets Act is to
suppress knowledge, abolish accountability In government, banish government whistle-blowers, and establish
government propaganda as gospel. The definition of
ＺＧｮｾｴｩｯ｡ｬ＠
defense information" is overly broad, including
In ItS scope nearly any government data. The ohrase "in
time of war" enhances any punishment, but it ｾ･｡ｮｳ＠
not
only a declared war, implying public support, but any
shooting - Vietnam or other such guerrilla encounters.

IF CONGRESS PASSES S. 1,
THE CONSTITUTION WILL BECOME
NOTHING MORE THAN A DOORMAT
The crime of communicating classified information is
equally frightening. Government officials are said to
classify documents "the same way they breathe - often
and thoughtlessly." Between 75 percent - according to
Arthur Goldberg - and Ｙｾ＠
percent - according to the
ACLU - of all classified documents contain information known to the public or which does not warrant
protection for national security reasons. Clearly, random
classification of documents clashes head-on with the
First Amendment, which is supposed to encourage
dissemination of information in order to sustain an

informed electorate WhiCh , In turn, sustains our democracy.
Certainly we need to deter spying, but any law should
be narrowly drawn so as to Include onl y situations truly
dangerous to our freed om. There must be a specific
intent to injure the national defense of the United States
through communication of classified Information which
could actually be used to the substantial injury of the
U.S. It must be drafted without the punitive, vengeful
and retrogressive influence of the Nixon philosophy.
Impairing Military Effectiveness. Sections 1112 and
1114 penalize communication of statements, which "if
believed, would be likely to affect the strategy or tactics
of the military forces of the U.S. or likely [0 create
general panic or serious disruption." Intent to interfere
with the U.S . defense actiVities, whatever they might be,
is reqUired. Those sections of S. 1 would effectively
destroy a free press, for Information about natural crises
could not be printed or broadcast. Errors In reporting
would be criminal, and surely printing the now acknowledged lies about Viet Cong trOOP strength would be
punishable .
The clear and nigh tmansh effect of sections 1112 and
1114 would be to create Pravda-like official government
news, little more than regurgitated government press
statements. People like Ziegler would be offiCial mouths,
spewing what must be considered absolute gospel.

( co n t . on p.
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MORNING AFTER PILL
MAY CAUSE CANCER
(CPS)--The controversial "morningafter pill" which is prescribed for
emergency contraception as well as
acne, thinning hair and various gynecological disorders survived the
Food ana Drug Administration's (FDA)
scrutiny last spring, but may not
fare as well in Congress.
A bill placing new restrictions
on the distribution of diethystilbestrol (DES) has already passed the
Senate and is now awaiting action in
the House. The bill would require
prepackaging of the drug in appropriate doses by the manufacturer.
Printed warnings regarding the cancer-causing potential of the drug and
the restrictions of its contraceptive
uses to emergency situations would
also be required.
DES pills have supposedly always
been just for emergency contraception
but trouble has arisen over the varying definitions of emergency which
private and school physicians have
used.
The main ingredient of the morning-after pill, DES, is a known carcinogen, but only in much greater
quantities than the 2 50 mg. d ose c ontained in the usual dose of pills.

Reproduction In whole or In oar' ｷ ｬ ｴｨｏ ｉｊ ｾ＠ ｷｲ ｲｴｾ ＬＮ＠
perm.ss.on.sproh.b.ted Atlnghtsreserved 01975

DES was banned by the FDA because of
a suspected link with cancer, but
early this year the FDA reversed itself and stated that no evidence of
increased chance of cancer was found
in women who have had short-term exposure to DES.
But the FDA's ｲ･ｧｵｬ｡ｾｩｯｮｳ＠
warn
that it is "sensible and prudent" to
avoid use of DES "unless absolutely
necessary." The FDA also acknowledged that if the morning-after pill
didn't work, a resultant female child
"will have an increased risk of cancer of the vagina or cervix later in
life."
DES is also fed to cattle to fatten them up before shipping them to
market.
So far no one has established a definite link between the use of
DES in cattle feed and contraceptive
drugs to human cancer. But a lot of
people are trying. The National Cancer ｉｮｳｴｩｾｵ･＠
has awarded contracts
worth $1.5 million for a study of
cancerous and non-cancerous gynecological disorders of women whose mothers received DES and other synthetic
estrogens dur i ng pregnancy. DES was
prescribed du ring the 50's and 50's
to prevent miscarriages.
Meanwhile, the d rug is p rescribed
at u n i ver sity health s e rvic es around
the coun try . Al though the drug is app roved fo r such "emer gency" s ituations as rape or incest, many c amp u s
docto rs regard unprotected in t e rcourse as an emergency. A doctor a t
(cont . on back ｰ｡ｾ･Ｉ＠
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD CARE CENTER OPEN HOUSE
STUDENTS: Are you a parent too?
HASTINGS CHILD CARE CENTER--under
new management, boasting beautiful
new facilities--invites you to an
open house, Monday, Jan. 26, 1976,
3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Bring the kids for
refreshments and fun. Located at
270 McAllister, lower level basement.

HOUSING LAW COURSE
Sign the petition for a course on
Housing Law. See Mike McCormick or
the N;L.G.bulletin board in the
Commons.

SUPERB CALENDAR a= EVENTS: JANLll\RY
( NC) Arm and Hammer
(NC) Moses
"The Groove Tube", Wheeler Aud.
7:00, 8:30, 10:00, 11:30 p.m.
1/24 AN EVENING WITH CARMEN McRAE,
Zellerbach Aud., 8 p.m.
1/28 (NC) M, M, K & M
1/30 ( NC ) Stallion
1/30 "Murder on the Orient Express",
Wheeler Aud., 7:00, 9:30 p.m.
1/31 "Visions", Special Saturday
night show, Wheeler Aud., 7:00,
9:00, 11:00.

1/21
1/23
1/23

by Liz Bradley

SAN QUENTIN SIX TRIAL
The San Quentin Six are presently
on trial in Marin County. All those
who are interested in visiting the
trial for education or support are
encouraged to attend. Carpools will
be leaving from Hastings every Thursday morning or afternoon. If interested, sign up at the National Lawyer's Guild bulletin board in the
Commons.

PROFESSOR SULLIVAN
,RETIRES
Dean Marvin Anderson and Vice Dean
William Riegger
All of My Colleagues and Staff with
whom I have had long and pleasant
associations
All of. the Students it has been my
privilege to teach and know

I regret deeply that my long and
serious illness has interfered with
my continuing services to Hastings
College during the current semester.
You have demonstrated your continued
and kindly interest in my welfare by
telephone conversations, cards and
Hastings Child Care Center is now
messages. It is impossible to exaccepting applications for next sempress in adequate terms my appreciaester. If you have a child between
tion for your many acts of thoughtfulthe ages of six months and three
ness. I am especially grateful to
years, and are interested in enrolthe students, who by their telephone
ling him or her in a day care ｣ｾｮｴ･ｲ＠
calls and letters, showed sympathetic
close to school, then drop by and
interest in my personal problems.
fill out an application form at 270
This brought hope and support during
McAllister. The center is open from
the times when the future looked dark.
8:]0 to 5:30 daily.
So, to all of you, I extend my deepest thanks and gratitude for your
kindness.
In the eight and a half years of
The ASH mimeograph machine has
my work at Hastings I had the good
been repaired and is available for
fortune to observe a steadily improvuse by any recognized student organi- ing student body and a strengthening
zation. 'Please contact Tom Maddock,
of the entire institution, with speASH Secretary, at 387-2272, for time
cial emphasis on the Faculty. There
allotment.
were a few years when problems arose
which required difficult solutions.
Those years have passed, and Hastings
stands as one of the great Law SchoolE
' of the United States. I wish 'to express finally, my joy in the association with all of those in tHe HastingE
A memorandum dated 12/1/75 from
family, including the administrators
Dean Anderson to the ASH Council adand the staff. These years have been
vises us that all documentation has
among the happiest of my life. A
been comnleted and submitted to the
large part of that happiness has come
ｄ･ｰ｡ｲｴｭｾ＠
of Finance for additional
from sharing with those whose endearestroom facilities for women, and
vors have been directed toward a comstates that we have received an indi- mon objective.
cation from the State that funds for
As we now prepare to leave Hastings
this project may be approved. Final
and San Francisco for another home,
approval is pending and if granted
we will miss greatly our good friends,
will be included in the 1976-77 budstudents and associates. The memory
get.
of your warmth of friendship, kindOn Nov. 21, the ASH Council also
ness and generous spirit will remain
passed a resolution in regard to the
wi th us always.
Emergency Notification Procedure for
students. The present procedure was
With affection and gratitude,
deemed inadequate, and the ASH recomMargaret and Russell Sullivan
mended a new procedure which, if
adopted, would include inter alia the
installation of a bulletin board between the elevators in the Hyde St.
Lobby, wherein the name of the student receiving an emergency call
would be posted.
The Judicial Code Drafting CommitEDITOR
tee has reported that the draft is
Steve Franceschi
near completion and a full report is
expected in the very near future.

CHILD CARE CENTER APPLICATIONS

ASH MIMEO MACHINE

ASH REPORT

Now that the yearly chores of appointing members . to standing ｾｯｭｩｴﾭ
tees and preparing the budget have
been completed, the ASH Council is
turning to several very exciting projects.
The Studfnt Rights Committee, the
Information Center Committee, and the
Committee to develop alternative
- sources of revenue were established
at the November 21st meeting. Membership on these committees is still
open (the deadline has been extended
to January 23).
The Student Rights Committee will
be a loosely structured committee
with students working on various facets of student life at Hastings.
Some of the projects to be covered
are student rights in relation to
Financial Aid, Admissions, Disqualification, Certification to the Bar,
state residency and, hopefully, the
development of a Students' Bill of
Rights. A subcommittee of the Student Rights Committee has already begun work with the object of changing
the California statute to permit the
seating of a student on the Hastings
Board of Directors and the restructuring of the Board to reflect the
broad economic, cultural, and social
diversity of the state, ｩｮ｣ｬｵｾｧ＠
ethnic minorities and women.
The Information Center Committee
will compile information and documents in regard to all aspects of
Hastings College of the Law. The
Committee to develop alternative
sources of revenue will be looking
for more money to fund worthwhile
projects of the student body, arts
and recreation, and if possible,
scholarships.
To apply for any of the above committees please submit your name,
phone number and schedule to Liz
Bradley, care of the ASH Office or
locker #995. For additional informa·
tion call 362-2361.

staff

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Chris Delsol
Bill Blair

STAFF
1st ANNUAL
HASTINGS FUSBALL TOURNAMENT
Jan. 22, 1976
2:30pm __ ??
Three divisions to enter
Info in Hyde Street Lobby, week of
Jan. 19, 1976
.
Prizes in every division
$1.00 admission -- Hastings Commons
All the beer you can drink
Music
Sponsored by Third Year Class

Rory Jensen
Scott Ghormley
Anne Steinl::1rugge
John Hull
Curt Hofeld
Sid Luscutoff
Lorin Brennan
(CPS)

EDITOR EMERITUS
John McNellis
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NEW FINANCIAL AID
FORMS MEAN LESS
MONEY FOR STUDENTS
(CPS)--A student applying for financial aid this winter may be bilked
of hundreds of dollars to which he is
legally entitled.
Two government-approved systems
for estimating financial need routinely brand students as less "needy"
than do other financial need setups,
according to columnist Neil Klotz of
"Con-Pro". At stake is several million dollars worth of financial aid
which students at more than 1000 institutions may not receive.
The financial snafu revolves
around need analysis forms that schoo]
financial aid offices use in determining how much a student's family
can be expected to contribute toward
school costs.
If a financial aid office gives a
student the wrong forms, he could be
cut out of his fair share of financia]
aid from College Work-Study funds,
Supplementary Education opportunity
Grants and National Direct Student
Loans.
The problem began several months
ago when the US Office of Education
(OE) issued regulations that require
all private "need analysis" firms
like the College Scholarship Service
(CSS) and the American College Testing Program (ACT) to submit the formulas they use to figure a student's
financial need for federal approval
each year.

ｾ･ｳ＠
firms' estimates of how much
a family should contribute to a student's education ｾｯｵｬ､＠
have to approximate almost exactly new federal
benchmark figures, ruled OE.
Yet if a school did not want to
pay CSS or ACT for their analysis services, OE announced, it could use two
other systems--the income tax system
or the Basic Grants system--which are
free, already approved and ready for
use.
The catch is that these two systems call for families to contribute
amounts way above the benchmarks that
OE has just set up. Although a family with an annual income of $12,000
and assets of $20,000 would be required to pay only $500 a year toward
their child's college education under
the federal benchmarks, OE's Basic
Grant system requires them to dole
out $1240 and the income tax system
demands a $1410 contribution.
Since financial aid deadlines are
nearing, "several schools" have
turned to the income tax or Basic
Grants systems, according to an OE
official. And since those two systems mean no cost to colleges, even
more are expected to do so.
The result is a considerable savings for the government and colleges
at the expense of college students
and their families, according to
Klotz.
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Winter had greyed into January.
Jack admitted to himself that his excuse for studying was poor; it was
raining and his afternoon tryst had
been inexplicably called off. Sitting at the carrell on 3M, he casually leafed through the unfamiliar case
book. With each opinion, he played
the How-Quick-Can-You-Guess-The-Ruling? game and then moved on. As an
･ｸｰｾＬ＠
he rarely went much beyond
the statement of facts before he
seized upon a single word or phrase
that tipped the court's hand. The
adverb "merely" tolled the death knell
for any supplicant to whose action it
was applied. A "notwithstanding" usually meant doom. Jack knew that if
the appellate court referred to a
trial judge as "learned", reversal
was certain.
Thurston, surprised by the sight,
sat down next to the apparently studious Jack.
"Jack, if you hurry, you can make
it to the health center before it
closes." Thurston broadly feigned
concern.
"Tut, tut, Chappie. Just business as usual."
Thurston picked up a folder with
a sheaf of loose papers in it.
"What's this? Surely not class notes:'
"This is the start of my novel
about law school life," Jack replied,
perhaps equally defensive as proud.
"Well, Jack. You've had a novel
approach to the law thus far."
"Poor, Thurston. Poor. I can
see why you're on the JouY'YLal." Jack
smiled to mitigate his words. Picking up the folder, he said, "I envision this novel as an epic quasiporno autobiography."
"Quasi-porno?"
"Yes. The principal character, a
rogue of a student, feasts at life's
banquet table while his scholarly associates and acquaintances dor..' t E··S l"

STAR CHAMBER
This semester, Star Chamber is
featuring several new items. Please
let us know is you are pleased with
them.
vegetarian
Veg. Soup --- no meat stock
Veg. Omelette --- carrots, zuccini,
onion, bellpepper
Sandwich ..................... 90¢
cream cheese, chopped olives,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts
Other new Sandwiches ......... 90¢
Cooked Salami (all beef)
Bologna (all beef)
.
Liver sausage
Cream cheese .. 20¢
Bagel. ..... 30¢
Star Chamber has cl is continuing to make a ｾ｡ｲｩ･ｴｹ＠
of changes
and improvements and welcomes any ｳｵｧ･ｾｯｮ＠
you ｭｾｹ＠
have. (In writing, please) ｓｾ＠
Chambers ｾ｡ｭ＠
endeavor IS to
offer you the ultimate in semce (s) at all times.

• 1"$" db
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Thurston looked up at the ceiling
and muttered, "Highly imaginative.
What are you going to call this sequel
to the Tropic of CapricoY'YL? "

"Well. I thought I'd dedicate it
to those, metaphorically speaking
starving students and call it The ' Pa-

per Chas te . "
"And you're indicting me for poor
puns!"
"Here's the best part, Thurs. I'll
start the first chapter with a very
apropos quote from a famous legal
scholar."
"Oh, boy. I can't wait," Thurston
yawned. "What is it?"
"If you have to use vaseline,
you don't have a
LEl'.P.NED HAND."

DON'T LET
IT START
WITHOUT YOUI

uu.d.

. . . 0 iR

realize they're starving. Thus,
'Quasi' ."
"I see. Somewhat closer to the
Hobbit than autobiography, eh?"
Jack ignored the remark and said,
"How's this for an opener?" and read:
"Hilda, you impetuous wench,
not again. Seven is my unlucky
number."
"Oh. But Jack, you must.
please," she purred.
"Well, then, wake Marie and
Bridgette," he sighed manfully.
"NO, no. They are, how you say,
too exhausted!"

eon_

B.A.R.S COMPREHENSIVE 1st. YEAR
REVIEW BEGINS IN FEBRUARY!

For each subject you'll get :
Course Outlines
Review Lectures (l2+llours; ubject)
Lectures on Exam Writing(for ea. subject)
Graded Practice Exams
LISTEN TO REVIEW TAPES AT YOUR
LEISURE AT THE B.A.R. OFFlCE'tl BLOCK FRO .... HASTINGS. FREE
SAMPLES FROM YOUR B A.R. R P.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
ASK YOUR SECTION REP TO
SHOW YOU E¥ERYTHING

D

IT NOWI

4
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( e,J , t . "' 'r'om
1)
Sedition St'CCll)n 1103 rt'JlIvenatcs the Smith Act,
used 111 the McCartin Nixon witch hunts. The term
"ad""cac}" is not used, however. Instead, "mcitement
to Il1lnllnent lawless conduct" which "could facilitate"
the fMcible overthrow of the government anytime in the
future IS substttuted. Thc language is vague, but the
purpose IS clear It would penalize words alone, which
might IIlClte conduct and which could facilitate forcible
lwerthrow. In plain English: jail dissenters.
Nothing could be more ternfying, more threatening
to the First Amendment, than the words of the bill
itself : one who, "with the intent to brmg about the
forcible overthrow or destruction of the government of
the United States or any state . .. incites other persons
to engage in imminent lawless conduct that would
facilitate the forcible overthrow or destruction of such
government" would be penalized. Translar"ion: punishment for words that inCite conduct which Ｇｾｦ｡｣ｩｬｴ･ｳＢ＠
forcible overthrow. Mere membership in an organization - knowing that its purpose is the destruction of the
government - is criminal (Section 1103). Compare that
concept with ｂｲ｡ｾｬ､･ｮ｢ｧ＠
v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444
(1969), requiring a high probability and direct anJ
immediate nexus between such advocacy and the action.
So much for freedom of speech and association.

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE OFFICIAL
SECRETS ACT IS TO SUPPRESS
KNOWLEDGE AND ESTABLISH GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA AS THE GOSPEL
Leading A Riot. Section 1831 prohibits riots. If ten
or more people demonstrate in a manner which creates
"a grave danger of imminently causing" damage to
property, and if there is any interstate nexus, the
assembly would be prohibited.
Mere speech is a crime, whether or nor a riot is
immediately associated with that advocacy (Section
1834). Even bar-room brawls would be covered, thereby
invoking federal jurisdiction. It is clearly a legislativeexecutive reversal of Brandenburg, supra, since the
speech in Section 1834 need not be likely to produce a
"public disturbance" or "violent and tumultuous conduct. "
So much for freedom of speech.
Sabotage and Obstructing A Government Function.
Sections 111 and 112 provide penalties up to and
including the death penalty for damaging federal property which might impair the military effectiveness of the ,
U.S. or "an associate nation." Sections 1301 and 1302
prohibit obstruction of any government function. The
obvious purpose is to stifle pu blic demonstrations by
selective prosecution of group leaders.
Virtually every public demonstration - orderly or
not - would be subject to prosecution, and at the
discretion of the prosecutor.
A demonstration against a nuclear power plant might
delay its operations. Criminal. A demonstration for jobs,
staged in front of the White House, could prevent the
ingress or egress of diplomats' limousines. Criminal. An
endless nightmare of ways to destroy freedom of
association, assembly and petition is in S. 1.
Demonstrations. Every conceivable kind of protest
activity would be threatened with severe penalties under
grossly vague sections of S. 1 which would all but nullify
the First Amendment right of assembly (Sections 1112,
1114-17,1302,1311,1328,1334).
Marijuana. Possession of the slightest amount of
marijuana for personal use would subject the possessor
to 30 days in jail and a $10,000 fine. Penalties increase
with successive offenses.
Rape. Rape is still a pro perry crime, with archaic
concepts of criminal sexual conduct and uniform sentences. S. 1 does not protect males from penetration,
nor is penetration of other ·body orifices included as a
criminal offense [see "Doing Away with Double Rape,"
September Student Lawyerl.
Conspiracy. Scholars, defense-sensitive attorneys and
even some honest prosecutors agree that the present
crime of conspiracy is subject to considerable abuse. S. 1
ignores all such suggestions and extends the crime.
Section 1002 broadens the concept of "overt act" so
that even discussing a crime would constitute conspiracy. In contrast, the Brown Commission recommended
"a substantial step, ... strongly corroborative of the
actor's intent to complete commission of the crime,"
constitutes conspiracy. The Brown Commission would
prohibit consecutive sentences. S. 1 permits consecutive
sentences for conspiracy and the target offense.
Wiretapping. S. 1 restates the continually abused
wiretapping sections of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968. It perpetuates the controversial 48 hour "emergency" taps without court approval
and directs telephone companies and landlords to
cooperate "forthwith" and "unobtrusively" with wire-

tappers. It adds a provision which authorizes government
surveillance when "an emergency situation exists with
respect to conspiratoral activities threatening the national securiry" - in direct contradiction to United Stlltes II.
United States District Court, 497 U.S. 397 (1972). That
decision clearly outlaws domestic security taps even in
an "emergency."
The Mitchell legacy is obvious. The words are his, the
philosophy his. I.ook :It "domestic sct'urity" and "consl'ir:llOri:ti at'livillt'S lhreaft'ninl! the natiunal security."
I.ouk ('specially al ｉｨｩｾＺ＠
an t'xclllpliun from li:lhility for
ror wirelapl'inl! u,ed "to protect the
the ｉＧｲ｣ｾｩ､ｮｬ＠
Unitcd States against the overthrow of the government
by force ur olhcr unlawful means" (Scction 3108). The
American peuple - ('v('n the ｇｲｾ｡ｴ＠
Silent Majorityh:lv(' spukcn through Cuugr('ss, sayiug Nixon, Mitchell,
Mardian and the whole !(ang are wrong. This is. still a
cou ntry uf laws, not pcoplc, and even the Kansas wheat
farmer and the Omaha shopkeeper, whum Nixon insulted
by c:1llinl! "silent," said "Nu!" to cr("eping totalitarianism. Their end run, to paraphrase their ball game rhetoric, might be with S. 1, however.
The tap itsclf is not all. Other sections would pennit
the use of any evidence, whether or not specified in a
court order for the tap, to he used against the defendant.
What that means is thiS: a tap might be authorized on
the flimsiest probable cause: then law enforcement
officials could, as Justice Douglas said, "rummage for
months on end" through conversations to find damning
States District
information (United States v. ｕｾｬｩｴ･､＠
Cpurt, supra). Privacy of Communication would be
moot.
Contempt. The penalties for refusing to cooperate
with congressional witch-hunting committees - or any
committee, for that matter - are increased from one to
three years, according to Section 13 33.
Handguns. Section 1823 adds a five-year sentence to
the present severe penalties provided for armed of·
fenders, but rejects the Brown Commission's recommendations to II1Jttate contemporaneous effective
national control of handguns.
Watergate Crimes. Sections $41-544 and 552 would
inhibit prosecution of wrongdoing by "public servants"
if the illegal conduct is the result of a "mistaken" belief
that it was "required or authorized" or based on
"written interpretation issued by the head of a government agency." In plain English, that would mean that all
.the Watergate conspirators would be off, under the
defense of mistake of law, and Nixon, having been
par{joned, would complete the escape from prosecution.
Officials would have no personal responsibility for
their actions. Federal employees would, therefore, have
a lower standard of conduct than private citizens. It
would justify the perjury, wiretapping, burglary and
other felonies that the Watergate 500 tried so hard to
squirm out of. It would elevate public officials above
ordinary mortals, justifying their blind or not so blind
allegiance to a dictator. It would absolve federal officials
of moral responsibility. Only a reckless or negligent
belief that the act was authorized would indupate the
official. A year after Watergate, the brazenness of this
approach to official wrong-doing is nothing less than
shocking.

USING THE SAME ARGUMENTS
OFFERED BY THE NAZIS AT THE
NUREMBURG TRIALS} THE S,l BILL
WOULD ABSOLVE PUBLIC OFFICIALS
OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR
ACTIONS,
To say that federal officials are free of criminal
pCl1alties for any ilkgal actions so long as they believe
that "the wnduct charged was required or authorized by
law" is all the more shocking. Shocking in that it has the
peculiarly odious echo (If the defense argument used not
only in the Watergate trials, but also in the Nuremburg
trials of World War 11.
Oefense of Entrapment. Section 551 nearly abolishes
the defense of entrapment, placing the burden on the
defendant to prove "unlawful entrapment," rather than
that he or she was "not predisposed" to commit the
crime.
In effect, one could be convicted for a crime one was
induced to commit under police under-cover agents'
pressure. Although Section 551 does not substantially
change existing law, it does fly in the face of Brown
Commission recommendations. First of all, it would
focus attention on the character aDd criminal record of
the defense rather than on the specific act of which he
or she is accused. Second, it might lead to the conviction
of normally law-abiding citizens because officers would
not be prohibited from using strongly persuasive means
to induce the criminal act.

Dcfcmc of Insanity. 'I Ill" defense of ins3mty IS
restricted to the situation where II1sanlty caused an
absence of "the state of mll1d rcqum:d as an element of
the offensc charged," a standard far more restrictive
than present law in any Junsdlction (Section 522). The
Brown CommiSSion and AU model recommended that
the insanity defense be available to one lacking "substan'
tial capacity to appreciate the <.haracter of his conduct
or to control his conduct."
Death Penalty. In a direct attempt to circumvent
Furman v. GeorgIa, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) - which held
capital punishment to be "cruel and unusual" S. 1
would make' the death penalty far from "unusual."
Death would be mandatory for treason. sabotage and
espionage, and murder would be a capital offense if
committed in the course of arson, kidnapping or
espionage or in a "heinous, cruel or depraved manner,"
at the obvious discretion of the prosecutor. It marks
abandonment of rehabilitation and the advent of retribution.
The death penalty has long been used 111 a racially and
economically discriminatory manner. Police, prosecutors, jurors, probation officers preparing pre-sentence
reports, and the public demanding vengence all have
contributed. Furman, supra, recognized this irrational
classification. S. 1 would emblazon such discrimination
in the law as "The American Way" of justice - unequal
and retributive.
Under the Warren Court, the death penalty sections
would quickly be ruled unconstitutional for vagueness
and for irrational classification of capital offenses.
Murder is a capital offense if committed in the course of
espionage, arson or kidnapping but not robbery, burglary or rape. How can that be even minimally rationalized? What, if any, action the Burger Court will take is
purely speculation. That court mayor may not recognize classes of people or classes of crimes worthy of
equal protection under law.
Sentencing. In addition to the liberal use of the death
penalty, and contrary to the recommendations of the
Brown Commission, S. 1 imposes harsh and retributive
prison sentences and fines for virtually all crimes. It sets
mandatory minimum sentences with no chance of
probation for certain offenses, canceling judicial discretion based on the offender's record and responsibilities
and other indices of possible rehabilitation.
Section 2102 mandates a judge, in gr.anting probation, to look for the most effective method of providing
a defendant with medical treatment, education or
vocational training. Class A and certain ｯｴｨ･ｾ＠
felol1les are
excluded from probation altogether. Such rigidiry
clearly contradicts expert testimony before the Brown
Commission that mandatory minimum sentences interfere with judicial discretion so vital to fairness.
The Brown Commission recommended lower sentences with a mandatory parole. S. 1 has higher
sentences. In addition, S. 1 imposes longer sentences
even for the most minor offenses (Section 2301). S. 1
encourages consecutive sentences, whereas the Brown
Commission discouraged them.
When S. 1 was proposed, the ABA set out to study it.
It formed a committee, under the Section on Criminal
Justice .. The study continued for over two years. This
August, the committee recommended to the ABA House
of Delegates, gathered at the Annual Meeting in Montreal, that S. 1 be adopted.
With the exception of a few dissenting voices in the
Section on Criminal Justice - and throughout the ABA
- it was a passive acceptance of a perfidious bill. There
was little probing, little questioning, and less demanding
of the committee just what the bill ent'liled and what
would be the ramifications.
Should the ABA be faulted for not studying the
bill more thoroughly? After all, members of Congress many of whom would not vote for S. 1 if they really
knew what was in it - have supported it. But they should
never support what they have nO.t read. Similarly, the
ABA - and especially the Criminal Justice committee
which reported on only 49 of the 753 pages of S. 1 and
which did not even prepare a chart comparing sections
of S. 1 with case law and with present statutory
law - should have read it. They can be faulted.
In effect, they left to the Law Student Division the
job of blowing the whistle on the worst sections, those
dealing with the Official Secrets Act. With the help of
the Section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities,
the Division was able to co.vince the ABA House of
Delegates that S. 1 was - and is - a threat to our
freedoms. We did not convince enough, however. S. 1
still is pending. And the ghost of Nixon still stalks the
corridors of justice: a frighteningly potential killer of the
Constitution.
'11

Connie Borkenhagen is a recent graduate of the University of New Mexico School of Law and served as
delegate to the ABA House of Delegates from the Law
Student Division during the past year. Her co-delegate,
Stark Ligon , a recent graduate from the University of
Arkansas LIlW School, contributed information for this
article on the Official Secrets Act.

FORUM
.by Ted McDermott
Dean Marvin Anderson, Master of
the administrative sleight of hand,
has struck yet another blow against
student-administration detente. The
following tale of woe is another classic example of maladministration, upholding the tragic tradition of U.C.
tenderloin.
Every fall the third year students
elect a class president. Since there
is no "turnover" period prior to inauguration, the new president must go
on instinct rather than according to
guidelines. Toni Young, the president
of the class of 1976, assumed that
part of her job was to secure a speaker for the graduation ceremony. In
order to sample student sentiment, a
poll was conducted and suggestions
were solicited. The first choice was
Barbara Jordan, Congresswoman from
Texas. The Dean wrote to Ms. Jordan,
but she turned the invitation down.
Ms. Young then submitted a list of
six alternative speakers. By now it
was late in the semester and Toni felt
that all six should be contacted,
hoping for one acceptance.
The letters were never sent. Upon
inquiry Toni learned that the dean
"wasn't happy" with the choices (according to his secretary). Although
it was during finals, Toni gathered
some of her volunteer staff and scheduled an appointment with the Dean.
The appointment was reconfirmed that
morning, but when the five students
showed up at noon, the Dean was suddenly unavailable, and could only see
them "at five".
Three of the students returned at
5:00 p.m. and were warmly greeted by
the Dean's announcement that he could
give them "five minutes".
Five minutes or five hours, the
decision had already been made. Apparently, the Dean perceives the
senior class president as some sort
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ANDERSON VS. 3rd YEAR CLASS
of glorified prom committee representative. The students may o rganize the
class party, but the graduation ceremony is an "official University of
California function" (whatever that
means), and the students may only submit suggestions, such as for the commencement speaker. Mr. Anderson
labors under the misconception that
graduation is primarily for the parents who have scraped and saved to
send us here, and deserve a nice (i.e.
uncontroversial) graduation ceremony.

ment we have no speaker. Ms. Young
will continue to work on it but she
makes no guarantees. In truth, it is
pretty much out of her hands at this
point. Exposing the Dean's egregious
conduct may, however, have some salutary effect in the years to come.
There's always the chance that the
Dean will perceive the graduation ceremony a little more realistically.
More importantly, if the class of
1977 forces a showdown early enough it:
the fall semester, they can use the
$10 graduation fees (due second semester) for some bargaining power.
Threatening a boycott of fees is a
miserable way to have to negotiate
with anyone. But controlling the
purse strings in order to dictate the
desired result seems to be a favorite
administration tactic. Two can play
the same game.

In ｩ｡｣ｾＬ＠
the vast majority of
students are here through their own
moxie, aided by student loans and/or
the G.I. Bill. It is our $10 fee that

,{hat is aU this striving
rfhat goals
How much is each expected to achieve
Since happiness is the answer
(did you know that?)
Enough achievement to keep you happy
3ince nothing is static and time
moves all is dynamic
Some motion is necessary for ｨ｡ｰｩｮ･ｳｾ＠
Some achievement must always be occurring--in any direction
Sitting back is static (this is not
resisting but being carried along)
It opposes the dynamic nature of time
and life
Even fish must swim thru the waves to
catch food
So enough movement (achievement) to
keep you happy
But not achievement for its own sake
Because achievement is a lifeless
concept when divorced from the body
It cannot stand on its own without
warm blood giving it meaning and
reflection
It is not a distinct entity but a
relative form of action
Achievement as another tool of happiness
An important part of living but not
life
--ST

pays for the graduation ceremony, and
it is intolerable that the Dean can
exercise complete veto power by controlling the checkbook.
The Senior Class President thinks
the students should listen to someone
they want to hear. The Dean thinks
we should listen to someone that he
thinks is appropriate. In theory this
is untenable, in practice it is a
scandal. Hastings is a part of the
most liberal state university system
in the country, and is physically located in the most cosmopolitan city
in the nation. And yet, which speakers does our Dean categorize as "not
acceptable" because they are "too controversial"? Would you believe Bella
Abzug and Julian Bond? Two elected
officials of national prominence. It
boggles the mind, but it is nonetheless true. Perhaps the Dean would
like to explain this outrageous position to some of those "controversial"
legislators in Sacramento the next
time Hastings is looking for funds.
Perhaps the Dean's aversion to
controversy is a chronic disease of
all administrators, forever trying
to stabilize the boat and keep the
seas calm. However, his conception
of "appropriateness" is so strained
as to be offensive to common sense.
Controversy may be "green kryptonite"
to the Dean, but it is the stuff upon
which young attorneys should feed. Sc
long as the speaker is within the
realm of "good taste", the administration should not enter into the selection process. After all, this may be
the last time we won't have to worry
about offending clients.
What can be done? Probably not a
helluva lot this year. As of the mo-
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FOOTBALL
by Curt Hofeld
In what by now is history rivaling in its antiquity Hannibal's crossing of the Alps, undefeated 3-D
closed out its three-year domination
of intramural football with a comefrom-behind 45-25 smashing of 2-B.
The win, Dee's third straight
championship victory, gave the seniorE
a final record of 19 wins, no losses
and 2 ties. The game was much closer
than the final score indicated, as
2-B held a 13-6 halftime lead and a
19-12 margin early in the second
half.
Tailback Neil Cummings, mixing receivers and patterns well at the outset, hit Dick Sakai, Dick Bebb and
Dave Mauldin for completions, as 2-A
kept the Horde off balance and proved able to move the ball. But 2-A waE
playing with only 10 men against a 17member 3-D squad, and as the completions began turning into
member 3-D squad, and as the second
half progressed, the senior's depth
became a telling factor. Cumming's
completions began turning into interceptions, and 2-A's secondary was riddled for six second-half touchdowns.
3-D tied the score at 19-19 on a
long drive culminating in a Wilson-toGilmore bomb and conversion to Don
Mulford, and went ahead 26-19 when
Steve "Moe Mentum" Beltran intercepted a first-down Cummings pass, and

Dick Sakai's T.r. Bid Stopped by Pat FauZkner
T.D. pass to Fairchild, who added his
patented "snake-eyes" flourish to the
proceedings by rolling the football
back through the end zone like a pair
of dice. The final score, a run by
Tom "Basher" Fleming, was set up by
Rod "Basket" Wicker's sterling interception, and the Horde polished off
the game with two more thefts by
Beltran and Zacharia.

The game was highlighted with
other genuine and simulated wierdness,
including exclusive videotape coverage
by the Connie Television Network, and
color commentary and introductions by
retired NFL field judge Jean Schmidt.
After-game party accomodations were
provided by the Hastings Law Library
Annex at 9 Jones. The intramural
trophy and team picture are presently
enshrined in the Hyde Street Lobby.

BONFIRE BURNS
ENVIROMENTALISTS,
GREEKS, COPS
ran it back to near the goal, for a
toss to "Bullet" Bob Lesh and conversion to sticky-pawed Doug Price. 2-B
moved back within a point when a long
completion to Dick Sakai set up a
Cummings-to-Keith Bardellini pass for
the score. But 3-D countered with a
score when Pete Fairchild did a dance
around the 2-B safety and scored for
32-25.
Mike Zacharia's interception on
the first play of 2-B's turn set up a
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FINAL PLAYOFF STANDINGS
Team
3d
2a
3a
Jb

NOTE:

W

6
5
4
4

L
0
2
2
2

T
1
0
0
0

peT
924
714
667
667

GB

PF PA

H
2
2

190 124
92 81
114 71

-- 186 68

Team photo by Jean Schmidt

(CPS)--Getting the Big Game bonfire lit at Stanford University was
hard enough this year. But getting
it out took the combined ' efforts of
firefighters and police.
Once the fire was blazing, more
problems flared up. After 9 p.m.,
when most people were expected to have
left, there were still 500 to 800 people milling around the fire. According to one fraternity member, they
"were all drunk or stoned, throwing
things and running into the fire."
The local pollution control agency requested the student senate to

cancel the annual bonfire that precedes the University of California
vs. Stanford football game. Officials claimed that the fire sent 12
tons of pollutants into Palo Alto's
air the previous year. The student
senate agreed, calling the bonfire
an "exercise in conspicuous destruction. "
An enraged intrafraternity council
felt the bonfire was necessary to promote school spirit, and won the support of a university dean. The dean
stipulated that as a concession to
environmentalists the bonfire be only
two-thirds as large as last year's.
Police
the crowd
Palo Alto
the blaze
lice.

were called in to break up
and arrested six people.
firefighters extinguished
at the request of the po-
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Brown's own legislation reflects
the concern of this man for his fellow.
He has introduced legislation dealing
with such issues as consumer affairs,
worker's compensation, education, job
opportunities, civil rights and liberties, housing and penal reform.
One of two Hastings graduates who
came to represent San Franciscans in
the Legislature of late (you remember
by Sid Luscutoff
Moscone, don't you?), Brown is a partner in the San Francisco law firm of
There are three assemblymen who
Brown, Dearman and Smith. As a Hastrepresent the city and county of San
ings student, Brown was a teaching asFrancisco in the State Capitol. One
sistant in the law of Torts. He later
of these is the powerful (you better
was an instructor of Real Property at
believe it) Speaker of the Assembly,
Leo T. McCarthy. We've asked him for Lincoln University.
His graduating class named him
an interview so's we can devote an enPermanent
President of the Class of
tire column to his thoughts and now
1958 of the Hastings CO.l1ege of Law.
it's just a matter of getting our
schedules together, right Mr. Speaker! And this city's voters, together with
others, may well elect him . . . ?!
Willie L. Brown Jr. and John
Francis Foran are the other two San
And which of his recent bills is
Francisco assemblymen, both very powBrown happy about? More letters of
erful. Their stories, and the legissupport, more position papers, more
lation they're proudest of, follows ... analyses than I've seen in awhile clut·
ter that corner of the Brown office
Willie Brown came very close to
that's devoted to AB 489 and other
being Speaker last year when the
hard fought (and won) legislation.
floor of the Assembly voted between
AB 489 was the sex bill. The Sacrahim and Leo McCarthy. Leo got it,
mento Bee said it was about time; the
and politicking that Willie Brown
Chronicle called it "enlightened".
had done found him and his open supThe Brown sex bill overshadowed
porters between gears.
other Brown bills like: AB 242, which
Brown, who had been chairman of
sought to ammend the Revenue and Taxthe critical Assembly Ways and Means
ation code to allow renters' credits
Committee (if your legislation spends
to be claimed against personal income
one tax dollar it's probably going to
taxes by those who received public asappear in Ways and Means, and if they
sistance due to blindness as well as
don't pass it out of committee you've
those who received public assistance
got no bill), was now assigned to the
for housing or shelter needs. Or ...
significant but less influential
AB 940, which made the Restatement of
Urban Development and Housing, Human
the Law of Judgments as applied in
Resources and Transportation CommitStafford v. Russ e ll [(1953) 117 Cal,
tees.
App 2d 319] part of Section 1908 of
the Code of Civil Procedure. Or ...
·AB 1532, which sought to amend the
Health and Safety Code to allow for
reimbursable well child examinations
and no cost or low cost health screening examinations to school children.
Or .... AB 1753 or AB 2223. The list
goes on. Brown is proud of all his
work.
Now as for the 16th Assembly Disttrict, look ye to John Francis Foran .
A product of San Francisco Schools
(Sacred Heart, USF and USF Law), Foran
was a Deputy Attorney General before
being elected in 1962.
Foran has played a key role in
developing numerous laws and programs
of both statewide and nationwide significance. He is the author of the
Pure Air Act of 1968. The tough vehicle emission control law came out
of that one. In 1969 he followed with
Hint: It's the Speaker who makes
a noise level act aimed at curbing
the committee assignments. He also
jet aircraft noise pollution. And in
1970 Foran wrote the law which created
plays the key role in staff assignments and in doling out office locathe nine-county Metropolitan Transportions within the Capitol building.
tation Commission in the Bay Area.
During his term in the Assembly,
If you don't think this last one's
important, just try to fit yourself,
John Foran has served on the Judiciary
and the Finance and Insurance Commita staff of two or three, and the astees. Currently he is a member of
sorted desks and filing cabinets apthe Intergovernmental Relations and
pended thereto, into two rooms the
size of the study rooms on Hastings'
Transportation Committees.
The feather in his cap at present,
third mezzanine.
though, is the Chairmanship of the
Fortunately, this didn't take all
the wind out of Brown's sails. He's
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
With that gavel goes significant cona veteran of the legislature, having
trol over all legislation that has an
been first elected in 1964, and reappropriation in it. It's not like
elected ever since. The 17th distthis appointment involves work unfamrict's composition makes those "reelections" more significant than most. iliar to Foran, as it doesn't. Before
the August 1974 appointment to the
Brown's 17th Assembly District is
Chairmanship Foran had served for more
said to be the most varied and cosmothan three years on the Ways and Means
politan in the county. It includes
Committee. During much of that period
Polk, Van Ness Gulch, Haight-Ashbury
and plush Pacific Heights. Weld those he was Chairman of the Subcommittee on
State Administration, which concerns
diverse thoughts and ideas into one
itself with approximately one-third of
position on legislation and you've
the state budget.
got one good representative.

)

It's perhaps appropriate to note
here the relationship between Foran
and the Speaker of the Assembly, Leo
McCarthy. The local press has been
highlighting these two law partners
(Martindale-Hubbell never lies) and
the success that has followed all
those who follow the Speaker.
Politics has not changed, notwithstanding the reformists and dogooders. The cardinal question remains as it has for ages: "If I do
this for you, what will you do for
me?" The bartering between politicos
boils down to the promise that "I
will do this for you if I can expect
you to do this for me."

Legislators do this among themselves to insure that they can keep
similar promises made to you--the
voters--at election time. And we return the favor in the ballot box.
Politics hasn't changed.
Somehow out of all of this come
good bills like Foran's Assembly ｂｩｬｾ＠
#1448, #1449 and #1450. These give
parole boards more flexibility in
granting parole to state prisoners;
demand that state funds used to cover
the expense of holding Adult Authority and other offenders in county jailE
actually be used for the upkeep and
improvement of those jails subject to
withdrawal of the monies; and would
allow the county sheriff to remove
and/or release certain prisoners for
family emergencies or for purposes related to preparation for a return to
the community.
Foran also authored AB 1633, whicr
provides for a tighter control of the
food-for-the-elderly programs with
special attention to the food services which provide these meals.
With an eye on curbing the cost
of vandalism to private as well as
public properties, Foran authored
Assembly Concurrent Resolution #85.
Therein was the recommendation that
the Department of the Youth Authority
study the areas which have experienced
high rates of vandalism in order to
determine the cause of same and recommend a cure.
No doubt the results of this study
will show nothing newer than the most
recent statistic s available. But
since the legislature is going to be
legislating with or without these figures, it's probably just as well that
they have the current ones. Keep
trying, JFF!!
And he does, and so do most of the
legislators. Thank God! Wherever she
is . . . .

Pot and the right to privacy
(CPS)--The joint you are smoking
may soon be protected by the US Constitution, if a number of suits being
filed in the state and federal courts
around the country are successful.
Alaska has already given constitutional protection to pot use in the
home.
The National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) , the
nation's most successful pot lobby,
has filed suits claiming that the
use of marijuana in the home falls
under the protection of the constitutional right to privacy. NORML has
filed suits in California, Illinois,
Tennessee and the District of Columbia.
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The suits mark a major shift in
NORML's strategy, which has formerly
concentrated its resources on lobbying efforts in Congress and various
state legislatures. NORML was instrumental in getting marijuana decriminalized in six states.
But the decision of the Alaska Supreme Court broke the ice on the constitutional issue and set a strong
precedent that will be used in the
other suits. NORML will now devote a
much greater proportion of its resources to court battles than it had
earlier, but will continue to lobby
in legislatures as well.
The Alaska Supreme Court, in its
unanimous ruling, stated that there
was no firm evidence that marijuana
use was harmful to the user or would
"constitute a public health problem
of any signIficant dimension. . . MerE
scientific doubts," said the court,
"did not warrant government intrusion
into the privacy of the home."
Since the Alaska decision was
based on a privacy clause in the state
constitution rather than the US Constitution, it cannot be appealed to
the US Supreme Court.
That aspect is one of the advantages of pursuing marijuana reform
through the courts rather than legislative bodies, according to Keith
Stroup, director of NORML. The

court decision is not subject to the
whimsy of politicians. Once the decision is made in a state supreme
court, based on the state constitution, it has fundamental protection
that can only be changed by that
court itself or by a constitutional
amendment.
A decision putting marijuana use
under the protection of the right of
privacy would also allow someone to
cultivate the weed for personal use
and to transport it as well. Under
the Alaska decision, th.e re is no constitutional protection for amounts of
marijuana for sale rather than for
personal use.
Until the Alaska decision, courts
would not rule on the constitutional
question, but rather take an "easy
out" by claiming that marijuana was
an ｩｳｵｾ＠
for the legislatures, said
Peter Meyer, legal counsel for NORML.
They "simply did not want to get involved," he explained. But now that
Alaska has taken "a leadership role,"
other courts are more likely to confront the privacy issue, Meyers added.
The question is bound to reach the
US Supreme Court. Since the District
of Columbia lies under federal jurisdiction, the suit has been filed in
federal court. An appeal would go directly to the US Supreme Court, and
according to Stroup of NORML, either
side that loses will definitely take
it to the high court. Former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark will donate his
time to argue f.or NORML's suit.
In California, the suit cites privacy clauses in both the state and
federal constitutions. California
boasts more marijuana arrests than
any other state. In Los Angeles
County alone, where the suit has been
filed (along with San Francisco
County), the number of pot busts is
higher than in most states. Even
though California has recently passed
legislation reducing marijuana penalties, the law does not go far enough,
according to Gordon Brownell, west
coast director of NORML.

HOW TO SEE YOUR GOVERNMENT
FILES . AND ADD TO THEM
(CPS)--You may be more important
than you think.
If you belong to a black student
groupi if you have participated in
anyone of a wide range of campus
political activities; if you have had
any connection with a group even
vaguely radical, then there may be a
file on you somewhere in Washington.
Under the Freedom of Information Act
and the Privacy Act (a recent amendment to the original Freedom of Information Act), you can obtain those
files.

1st. YEAR

2nd. YEAR

HELP WANTED
JOIN THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS STAFF
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WRITERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, EDITORIAL STAFF, REPORTERS

NEW STAFF MEETING
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21- 1 . 4 PM

There are more than 100 government
agencies which have some sort of intelligence function. Under the new
law, you may make requests to any
federal agency. Several agencies
have admitted to conducting illegal
investigations of American citizens.
These include the CIA, the FBI, the
Justice Department, the Department of
Defense, the Civil Service Commission,
the Secret Service and the Internal
Revenue Service.
To obtain files under the Act,
write a letter to each agency from
which you want to request your records. Your letter should initially
indicate that it is a request under
the Freedom of Information Act as
amended: Section 552 of Title 5,
united States Code.
State that you are requesting
records stored under your name or
documents containing your name. You
should indicate the willingness to
pay reasonable fees for search and
copying, though you may wish to request a waiver of fees (the CIA routinely waives fees on request for
personal records--other agencies do
not). The charges may range anywhere
from $10 to $50.
In the request letter, provide
your full name and full present address and your Social Security number.
It is also helpful to include your
phone number. Many federal agencies
now require that your signature on
the request letter be notarized, to
insure that you are who you say you
are.
The law states that you are entitled to a response within ten working
days. Your letter should request a
response within that time.
If your request is denied in whole
or in part, you have the right of appeal. The denial letter by the agency will give you the name of the person within the agency to whom the appeal should be sent. Your appeal
must be answered by the agency within
20 working days. If your appeal is
denied and you still want to pursue
your records, you can file suit in
the Federal District Court of your
home town, in the District of Columbia
or where your records are kept.
In addition to your right to study
your own files, the Freedom of Information Act allows you to request
changes or deletions in the information they contain, and gives you control over what other agencies that
information is passed on to.
The Freedom of Information Act does
hold one slight Catch 22. If you do
have records in a particular agency,
your request letter for those records
will be added to them. And if you
didn't have a file before, you do now:
a file will be started, and your request for your file will be the first
item in it.

MORNING AFTER PILL
(cont. from p.

1)

Iowa State University said he would
prescribe the morning-after pill for
unprotected intercourse, but would
"try not to prescribe the pill for a
second time."
Since the chance of getting pregnant from a random intercourse is
only about 1 in 13, some doctors
think waiting for confirmation of
pregnancy and then an abortion is
safer than DES in the long run.
Others disagree. If there is a significant risk of pregnancy and the
choice is between DES and an abortion, DES would be preferable, a
University of Colorado health clinic
ｾ､ｭｩｮｳｴｲ｡ｯ＠
said.

